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Product:

BoothSaver™ 3015 Tacky Mat Roll is used to protect paint shop walls and floor from overspray,
tracking, and contamination. It is a 7-layer tacky film that adheres to paint shop walls and
windows. Each day the top layer is peeled away to leave a fresh tacky surface- no chemical
cleanup required! It can also be used as a substitute for tacky mats in air showers and
walkways. Each layer is tabbed at 2 foot intervals so that the film can be cut to length as needed.
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Roll can cut horizontally to form
two usable rolls.
也可水平切割变成两块可用
的粘尘垫卷.

7 numbered layers
(1” x 1” numbers)
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Can be cut vertically to make 24x48
resizable tacky mats.

Benefits:

Usage:

Packaging:

3 3

可垂直切割

7 usable layers clearly tabbed with numbers for easy identification.
Residue free high tack release adhesive adheres itself to windows and walls.
Remove top layer release film to expose tack surface that helps attract dirt seeds.
Solid non-hazardous, PVC-free disposal.
BoothSaver™ 3015 arrives in 12ft sections and 4 feet width. Each roll contains 6 sections.
▪ Thoroughly clean area where the tacky film will be applied. Remove the thin protective
blue layer from the back of the pad to expose the high tack adhesive. BE CAREFUL
not to remove the bottom clear layer at the same time.
▪ Place the pad in desired location and press pad down firmly. If needed, the pad can be
lifted and adjusted for re-placement.
▪ Remove top layers as required to retain a tacky surface.
▪ When last layer is used, remove entire pad and replace.
M17034C-48-22 (Clear, 48” x 24yd; 1.22m x 22m)
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